Cubes and association rules discover frequent patterns in a data set, most of which are not significant. Thus previous 4 research has introduced search constraints and statistical metrics to discover significant patterns and reduce processing time. 5 We introduce cube pairs (comparing cube groups based on a parametric statistical test) and rule pairs (based on two similar 6 association rules), which are pattern pair generalizations of cubes and association rules, respectively. We introduce algorithmic 7 optimizations to discover comparable pattern sets. We carefully study why both techniques agree or disagree on the validity of 8 specific pairs, considering p-value for statistical tests, as well as confidence for association rules. In addition, we analyze the 9 probabilistic distribution of target attributes given confidence thresholds. We also introduce a reliability metric based on cross-10 validation, which enables an objective comparison between both patterns. We present an extensive experimental evaluation with 11 real data sets to understand significance and reliability of pattern pairs. We show cube pairs generally produce more reliable 12 results than rule pairs. 13 File: ida614.tex; BOKCTP/ljl p. 2 2 C. Ordonez and Z. Chen / Discovering frequent pattern pairs those cases. Finally, we introduce a reliability metric based on cross-validation, which enables an ob-33 jective experimental comparison. From an algorithmic perspective, we propose novel query-based tech-34 niques for both techniques so that only significant pattern pairs are discovered. We exploit the fact that 35 the level-wise algorithms to explore cubes are highly similar to those used to discover association rules. 36 First, cube statistical tests are extended with search constraints, mainly to mine a similar set of patterns 37 to constrained association rules. With association rules we introduce novel post-processing techniques 38 to match highly similar association rules on the same attributes, where one attribute in the antecedent 39 triggers a major change in the value of the attribute in the consequent (i.e. similar to variable selection). 40 This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains state of the art and closely related work. Def-41 initions and a running example are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents efficient algorithms to 42 discover patterns pairs with cubes and association rules. Reliability is studied from a statistical per-43 spective in Section 5. Section 6 presents experiments with real data sets studying reliability, number of 44 patterns, pattern set overlap and algorithm efficiency. Section 7 provides general conclusions along with 45 directions for future research. 46 2. Related work 47 Association rules and cubes are deeply related, both being combinatorial pattern search techniques. 48 However, association rules [1] came before cubes [9,11]. The cube operator was proposed in the seminal 49 paper [6]. Most cube research has focused either on efficiently building a data cube [18] or on evaluating 50 simple aggregations such as sums on individual subgroups of the cube [2]. More recently, constraints 51 have been applied in cubes to further improve both running time and reduce the number of patterns. We 52 exploit constraints not only to improve performance, but for trimming the number of patterns. Recently, 53 cubes were also used to classify cancers in [23]. In previous research, we proposed an algorithm that 54 embeds statistical tests into OLAP cubes to discover specific trigger dimensions that cause significant 55 changes in one or more of the measure attributes [4]. However, as with the original association rules, we 56 can often find a large number of patterns from small data sets. Therefore, it was necessary to incorporate 57 search constraints into cubes to reduce the number of patterns. On the other hand, in [16] association 58 rules are shown to be better than decision trees to predict multiple target attributes; the main reasons 59 behind are tree overfit, data fragmentation and automated attribute binning. In short, cube pairs represent 60 an advance over association rules and decision trees to understand multiple target attributes and to isolate 61 predictive attributes. 62 Prediction cubes [3] store on each cube cell summaries based on a predictive model. Each cell stores 63 information such as accuracy that can then be used to predict results when the dimensions are known. 64 In [19], a new way of exploring the data cube is developed. This discovery-driven approach analyzes 65 a cell value compared with the common trends of the neighboring cells to pinpoint exceptions, which 66 can be used by the user as hints of areas requiring further analysis. Our research differs from these two 67 papers in that we are able to pinpoint trigger dimensions by observing pairs of similar cells. Instead of 68 attempting to predict the measure columns when given a set of dimensions, we are looking to find the 69 specific dimensions whose change causes the measure values to change as well. Notice that our goal is 70 not to create a predictive model, but to narrow down the search to those important dimensions that are 71 causing significant changes. 72 Association rules [1,15] have been used on many problems including disease prediction [15]. Search 73 constraints were applied on association rules to both decrease the number of rules and to improve the 74 running time of the algorithm [15,17]. In these works, rules are analyzed individually and conclusions 75 Galley Proof 18/10/2013; 14:56 File: ida614.tex; BOKCTP/ljl p. 3 C. Ordonez and Z. Chen / Discovering frequent pattern pairs 3 are based on each rule. Filtering out spurious rules is studied in [7], which proposes improved confidence 76 and lift metrics which are more robust to noise in the data set. It is well known there is a tradeoff between 77 rules with high support and rules with high confidence [20]; this work proposes an algorithm that mines 78 the best rules under a Bayesian model. However, no search constraints are considered to find predictive 79 rules. The idea of grouping association rules together to discover information that would otherwise 80 be hidden was explored in [10]. The authors used OLAP cube operations to group association rules 81 together and explored the context information provided by such grouping. Instead of finding global 82 context information, our research approaches rule context from a variable selection viewpoint to find 83 single dimension. Thus, though we also group rules, the method by which this is accomplished is widely 84 different. 85 3. Definitions 86
4
C. Ordonez search constraints. Thus we first study how to incorporate such search constraints into our algorithm. In 144 this case, we are using search constraints in OLAP cube statistical tests to reduce the set of discovered 145 patterns. We approached this task by first analyzing the three main constraints used in constrained as-146 sociation rules [15]: item filtering, antecedent/consequent (AC), and item grouping. The first designates 147 which items will be used to form the itemsets. We can apply this constraint in cube pairs by removing 148 dimensions that will be filtered. The second constraint determines the location of items in an association 149 rule: either in the antecedent or in the consequent. We emphasize this constraint is not applicable in cube 150 pairs because dimension attributes can only appear on the "independent" side of the patterns, whereas 151 those designated as measures will only appear on the "predicted" side. The third constraint places items 152 into groups and restricts them from appearing in the same itemset. Since the cube pairs algorithm did not 153 have this feature, we added optional input criteria and further changed the dimension grouping step. This 154 optional input informs the algorithm of which dimensions or measures are in the same group. With this 155 knowledge, we altered the dimension grouping step to avoid all nodes that contain dimensions belonging 156 to the same group. We call this new algorithm cube pairs, which is the technical term we will use in the 157 remainder of the paper. The main steps of the algorithm are as follows: 158 1. Aggregate the fact 6. Filter cube pairs that are deemed significant (whose p-value is lower than a given threshold).
167
In this algorithm, when comparing a pair of populations, we consider them to be significantly different 168 if the null hypothesis, H 0 , can be rejected. We assume that we are dealing with two independent popula-169 tions with sizes n 1 and n 2 , means μ 1 and μ 2 and standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 . In statistical terms, the 170 null hypothesis is H 0 : μ 1 = μ 2 , complemented by the alternative hypothesis, H 1 : sidering variance is fundamental because it provides discrimination in cases when the distance between 177 μ 1 and μ 2 is not enough to discern absence of similarity or distribution overlap.
178
EXAMPLE: Fig. 3 shows several examples of pattern pairs from cube pairs. Pair (1) can be translated 179 to mean there is a significant change in the Blockage attribute value between the populations with age 180 less than 60 and those greater than or equal to 60. In order to provide constrained association rules with the ability to isolate predictive attributes, we 188 developed a rule pairs algorithm which builds pairs of similar association rules. In developing this algo-189 rithm, we assume that if we discover two rules with similar antecedents, but complementary consequents 190 on the predicted attribute (an attributed binned into two ranges), then we can pinpoint specific "predic- In terms of rule pairs, we consider A to contain the set of items, I A , while B contains the item set, Figure 4 represents two different rules:
For the remainder of this section, we consider c(r A ) and s(r A ) to be the confidence and support of r A 269 and c(r B ) and s(r B ) to be the same for r B . Notice that we assume I A and I B differ in one item. As
For cube pairs, we are able to compute z-test and p-values as follows:
As we can observe, the z-test given in Eq.
(2), can be computed from μ and σ of the populations.
275
Equation (3) shows the integration of the normal distribution curve in order to obtain the p-value [22] .
276
The sum can be truncated at n = 4, giving good precision since this series converges fast, as shown in separated as the confidence would lead us to believe. We see that a majority of the points are close to 309 S M . In fact, nearly 40% of the data is within 10% of S M . In this case, the p-value appears to be more 310 reliable because it is less susceptible to clustered data. 311 EXAMPLE: Our example data set contains an example of this case in Fig. 3 (2). A valid rule pair has 312 been found, but the p-value is too high. For our experiments, we used three real data sets. The first data set is a financial data set (n = 3000, 370 p = 8, q = 5) that deals with the costs before and after the opening of a new health center. Of the eight 371 independent attributes, only one was not categorical and thus had to be pre-processed. In this case, the 372 age of the patient was binned at 60. All five of the dependent attributes are numerical and were binned 373 for use with association rules. 374 We analyzed two data sets from the UCI data set repository. The second data set (n = 5984, p = 375 12, q = 3) comes from the UCI repository and contains thyroid disease data. We used twelve of the 376 independent attributes and binned the age attribute at 60. These attributes include medical information, 377 such as whether the patient is pregnant or currently on thyroid medication. Then the three dependent 378 attributes represent measurements found through blood tests. The third data set (n = 6495, p = 11, 379 q = 2) contains data on various wines. The eleven independent attributes include various amounts of 380 chemicals present in the wine as well as other specific chemical information such as pH and sulfates.
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All these attributes were numerical and were binned. On the other hand, the two dependent attributes The existing association rules algorithm discovers patterns involving cube dimensions and target at- change. We now present interesting rule pairs using constrained association rules. 388 We present a summary of all the rules and rule pairs that were found in the financial data set in Table 2 . 389 We can see that as the various thresholds increase, the number of rules and rule pairs drastically drop.
390
For the confidence threshold, the drop in the number of rules is not as dramatic as with the support 391 threshold. This is in line with previous work [15] .
392
The overall purpose of cube pairs is to discover specific dimensions that cause a difference in some 393 disease measure attributes. Like other data mining techniques, a more specific goal is to find results that 394 are surprising to the domain expert. Recall there are two main thresholds for cube pairs: the population 395 threshold and the p-value threshold. We must emphasize the p-value may be sensitive to noise in the 396 data, especially when the support threshold is low. For rule pairs, both patterns in the pair must pass all thresholds to be valid. However, it is often the 402 case that one pattern passes all thresholds, while its partner pattern does not. On the other hand, cube 403 pairs internally compare population sets to obtain the same type of patterns. We mainly used p-value and 404 population fraction (i.e. support) as the two thresholds. In the next sections, we will analyze the amount 405 of coverage (overlap) between the two techniques and break down those discovered patterns into groups 406 according to the propositions given in Section 5.2. We consider the coverage between the patterns found 407 by rule pairs and cube pairs to be the set of results that appears in both techniques. In order for a pattern 408 to be considered covered, both techniques must find the same item (rules) or dimension patterns (cubes) 409 as well as have the same discriminating dimension.
410
In addition to the number of covered patterns, in order to have a complete analysis, we will also be 411 analyzing the percentage of missed patterns. We calculate the percentage of missed patterns for tech- with a constant p-value threshold, the percent covered increases as the confidence threshold increases. 422 We will now analyze the reasons why such high coverage occur. First, we will focus on the patterns From our experiments, we detected 2895 patterns discovered by cube pairs were rejected by rule pairs. 442 We can see that case one comprises a large majority of the reasons, which is precisely what we expected 443 because of the large influence that confidence has on deciding whether a pattern can be filtered. We can 444 further see that when a rule is missed due to confidence, it is twice as likely to have both rules fail as 445 opposed to just one. We also found that for all the cases where support is too low, the confidence is below 446 the threshold. As a result, we categorized those rules as missing the confidence threshold. In fact, nearly 447 65% of all missed rules has both a support and confidence that was below the user-defined thresholds. 448 6.4. Comparing reliability cases 449 We have now seen both similar and different patterns, discovered by the two techniques. In this section, 450 we will separate patterns into the groups defined by the propositions introduced in Section 5.2. Since
451
Proposition 1 is about the trivial case of when both techniques agree, we will focus on the remaining 452 propositions where there is disagreement.
453
Proposition 2 454 Proposition 2 stated that when both association rules that comprised a rule pair have confidence φ, 455 then the p-value is more reliable. In our experiments, we found a total of 603 patterns with confidence 456 φ for both rules. Of those patterns, cube pairs confirmed 587 patterns while rejecting 16 patterns. 457 We are mostly interested in understanding the 16 patterns where rule pairs and cube pairs disagree. We at the breakdown of the populations to analyze why these two techniques disagreed. Figure 11 shows 462 both the distribution of Net Margin within both of the population sets as well as the Gaussian from the 463 populations. We can see that the majority of points are located near the middle, which is also where 464 the boundary point lies for rule pairs. We can see from this setup that both association rules will pass 465 the confidence threshold of 50% because each has a majority of data on one side of the boundary. As a 466 result, rule pairs accept this pattern. On the other hand, if we use cube pairs to find the mean and standard 467 deviations of the two population sets, we can see that the two populations are actually quite similar to 468 one another. Thus this pattern is rejected. in two conflicting rules. If we look at the Gaussian distributions of these two cases, then we can observe 492 two different results. For example, Fig. 13 shows the two Gaussian curves for the first example. We can 493 clearly see that there are two distinct "hills". However, the second example yields a different result, as 494 shown in Fig. 14. Here, we see two different Gaussian, but the amplitudes are widely different. As such, 495 we would accept the first example while rejecting the second. Such conflicting results means that we 496 cannot determine which patterns are more reliable. pairs retains more patterns between the train and validate sets. We conducted five separate 2-fold cross validation runs for each of the data sets. Each of the runs also includes different train and validate sets, consequent (AC), and item grouping. Because the first two constraints were already embedded within 522 the original OLAP cube test algorithm, we looked at the effect of the group constraint on performance 523 time as shown in Table 7 . The number of items grouped means that those items cannot appear in the same 524 combination set. We can see that there is drastic improvement as we group more items together. This 525 is expected because the more grouped items, the more nodes that can be excluded from the dimensions 526 lattice.
